Skills

Short-term Knowledge, Immersion-Learning, and Leadership Skills

SKILLS experiences are a set of ½ to multi-day intensive immersion experiences that introduce participants to a clustered set of related skills. SKILLS experiences could include “The Tortilla Experience” (focused on agricultural skills); the “Refugee Experience” (focused on complex logistics and first aid); “the Ice-man Experience” (focused on basic skills); or the “Pioneer Experience” (focused on group problem-solving.)

Hands-On Experience, Frugal Innovation

You KNOW the importance of shelter, but can you MAKE an adobe brick structure?

“ESSENTIALS...changes roles and levels the playing field...The activity tested our ability to perform assigned tasks with minimal instruction and under tight deadlines...Everyone was able to voice their opinion and everyone’s opinions were taken seriously across the different professions. Working together, we can accomplish much more than working separately.” -Interprofessional Training program team